
Take Control Of Your 
Online Reputation

Crafting, Managing & Marketing The Customer Experience 
The voice of the consumer drives more purchase decisions today than ever before. 
Online reviews, testimonials and customer feedback shape the buying process for 
your prospects. Your online reputation can make or break the next sale.

Dealers that discover how to take control of their online reputation create greater 
opportunities, capture more business and increase profits. During this workshop, 
learn how to create systems and manage your customer experience.  

You can capture feedback, deal with negative reviews, gain positive online 
testimonials, use a Net Promoter Score and integrate customers into your 
dealership’s marketing strategy. 
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Customer Experience

What Is Customer Experience? 
In commerce, customer experience (CX) is the product of an interaction between an organization and a 
customer over the duration of their relationship. This interaction includes a customer's attraction, 
awareness, discovery, cultivation, advocacy, purchase and use of a service.

source: Wikipedia Definition

Interactions Are Driven By Touch-points
Your sales and service process is full of interactions with your customer.  Within the process and 
interactions you have created touch-points that stamp these interactions. Some of these are staples for any 
business, while some are what make you unique. 

EXERCISE 1 – List Some Of Your Touch-points Below and Qualify Them

Touch-Point When/Trigger    Staple Unique Idea / Opportunity

Personal Greeting :30 upon store entry        Unique Hand them a pricing sheet 

Monthly Email Marketing 1st week of the month     Staple             Segment by boat type owned
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Customer Feedback & Complaints

1. You Need To Be Open To Complaints
It sounds silly but many businesses are not very complaint friendly.  How is this? To start, they make it near 
impossible to communicate a complaint.

q  How does your business make it easy to give feedback or complain?
q  Is there a call to action (CTA) and form on your website?
q  Are managers listed to contact?
q  Do you have a dedicated phone line?

2. Process & Training
Many companies fail to implement any type of structure around handling feedback, especially complaints. 
In your organization is there a framework? A process to follow? A person who is in charge? 

Who is empowered to make customer(s) service decisions to “Make it right? Do they have a guide? 

EXERCISE 2 – List What You Feel Are Your Most Common Complaints & Causes

The Complaint            Possible Cause

It’s hard to make a service appointment            Transferring of calls and no way to do it online
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3. Become Feedback-friendly
Take a look at the past 2 exercises and start to look at what touch-points in your customer experience you 
can integrate ASKS for feedback or easy paths to give feedback.  Can you pre-empt the complaints?



Net Promoter Score (NPS)

1. NPS – Your “Word Of Mouth Index”
Net Promoter Score helps inform your business of two specific key points in a clear method.
1- What was the customer’s experience with your business.
2- How likely the customer is to tell others to do business with you.

Because of these two factors, NPS has been utilized by organizations big and small to bring clarity to just 
how much “Word of mouth” business they will get from referrals.  Referrals are likely a top business source.

2. Breaking Down How Net Promoter Score Is Calculated 
NPS is calculated as customers respond on a 0 to 10 point scale for how likely they are to recommend you 
to a friend or colleague. To calculate your company’s NPS, take the percentage of customers who are 
Promoters (rate you 9 or 10) and subtract the percentage who are Detractors (rate you 6 or below).

Responses are categorized into 3 types:

q  Promoters rate you a 9 or 10 and are happy, loyal customers that will keep doing business with you and 
refer you to others.  They provide and fuel growth for your business.

q  Passives rate you a 7 or 8 and are satisfied customers but less likely to refer you and more likely to be 
swayed to another business if reached with the right offer or message.

q  Detractors rate you at a 6 or lower and are unsatisfied customers that can damage your brand and 
business with negative word-of-mouth and even negative online reviews.

The Result:  Your NPS Score is on 200 point scale, from -100 to 100.  This gives your business is single 
score to benchmark, track, communicate and improve upon.
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Negative Customers & Reviews

1.  Tips For Handling Negative Customers
q   Own The Issue
q   Respond quickly. Our rule of thumb is RESPOND in an hour, RESOLVE in a day.
q   Hear the customer. Don’t just pretend to listen, but hear, acknowledge and understand what went wrong
q   Explain what went wrong. Don’t jump from listening to resolving.  Own the issue by explaining it.
q   Time-outs are OK. These conversations are hard, time-outs can cool emotions and keep things open.
q   Act to resolve.  Whenever possible, find a solution not just a fix. 
q   Reward them.  A complaint is a contribution. They took the time and effort to communicate, keep them! 

Don’t forget that handling a customer complaint correctly is the best way to head off a negative online 
review!  When a problem is unresolved, a customer will go further to be heard.

2. Tips For Responding To Negative Online Reviews
IMPORTANT:  Today, customer service is a spectator sport. Prospects are seeing how your company 
responds or lack thereof to business interactions and online reviews. It’s about the next person to read it as 
much or more as it’s about the person who left the review.

The main review sites like Google, Yelp, Facebook and others all have ways for the business to respond to 
a review, bad or good.  Make sure to familiarize yourself with how to do this. 

Keep these tips in mind for responding to negative reviews:

q  Don’t ignore it.  Online review won’t go away so you can’t hide from them. They WILL happen to any 
business at any given time, so don’t let yourself be devastated. 

q  Read and think it through.  Emotions run high when you read a negative comment online about your 
business. Make sure you do your best to cool off before typing. 

q  Be brief.  With some of the same points as above, own the issue, apologize, give a brief explanation and 
resolution. Writing a novel will only lead to other issues.

q  Empathy rules.  Make sure you try as hard as you can to think like a customer.  If you can understand 
their frustration or disappointment, consider their complaint as “free advice”, you’ll respond with 
authenticity.

Questions To Ask Yourself:

Are we monitoring the main review sites for new (negative) reviews?

Who is responsible for reading and responding to negative feedback or online reviews?

Do we have a plan / process in place to handle them?
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Happy Customers

Not Just Satisfied, But Happy Customers
Happy customers are your brand advocates, they rated you a 9 or 10 on the NPS question.  They are not 
merely a satisfied or expectations met customer, giving you a 7 or 8.  These happy customers have a story 
to tell and the best thing you can do is help them tell it.

Testimonials
Put your happy customer’s words, stories and success with you to work. Find ways to work testimonials 
into your marketing material.  The right testimonials speak your prospects language. 

“There is no greater persona created content than that created by the persona.” 

q  Add testimonials to your website, enhance them with photos and place them with their topic pages
q  If you are using a feedback platform, it should have a way to “feed” testimonials to your website
q  Testimonials marked up (coded) with review schema can show review stars in Google search results

Case Studies & Stories
Expanding your customer testimonials into full blown stories is a huge way to win online.  When you can 
capture the end to end process of buying with you from the customers perspective you have an incredible 
piece of content to build trust, outline your advantages and make prospects think “that can be me!”

q  Develop assets for your story
q  Focus on the entire process … what they wanted, what you did, why they purchased 
q  Use all types of content to tell the story:  text, photos, video, charts/graphics

Stories Excel On Social Media
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are great channels to share and promote these testimonials and stories.  
Testimonials can be used over and over again on Facebook and Twitter.  Case studies can be highlighted 
dozens of times, in bite sized chunks, driving consumers to your website where it lives.

Let this spread of positive customer content strengthen your online reputation.
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Happy Customers
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EXERCISE 3 – List Some Of Your Customer Success Stories

Who What   Why

Bob & Sarah Johnson Bought a  new ski boat The Johnsons compared the boat they 
bought to 4 others. They bought with us 
because of our sales knowledge and the 
boats HP.

1st time boat buyer 18ft fishing boat Great price and our team took the 
time to educate him on options,
costs, maintenance. 



Online Reviews

The Growth Of Online Reviews
Online reviews have seen massive growth in the last 5 years, both in the quantity of reviews online and in 
the use/trust of them by consumers.  Seeking out 3rd party opinion and reviews on your business, service 
and product is part of the consumer decision making process.  And it’s as close as their phone. 

The great news:  Your industry is just seeing reviews start to grow, you can be at the forefront of this.

The Main Review Sites & Their Value
Let’s look at the main reviews sites that exist and what their benefits and challenges are.
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Google
Reviews on Google have a powerful combination of influencing your search 
ranking, visibility and the consumer.  A consumer only needs a Google account 
to leave a review and that can be from Gmail, Google Docs, Google Accounts, 
etc.  Most of your customers can leave a review here.  The addition of 
Reviews from the web is big.

Yelp
Reviews on Yelp are the most polarizing.  Only a small percentage of 
consumers are on Yelp with an account, but their business listings rank well in 
most online searches so you can’t ignore them.  Yelp is also the most stringent 
on the quality of the person writing the review, so a new yelp user may have 
their review filtered out.

Facebook
Reviews on Facebook have exploded.  Everyone has a Facebook account and 
their process to write a review is easy.  Facebook has a long way to go in other 
areas of reviews, but they can easily show in the search engine results. 

Other sites to think about:   Yp.com, Better Business Bureau, Foursquare

Don’t forget your own site with review schema! 



Online Review Sites
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EXERCISE 4 – List the Page 1 Review Sites on Google When You Search “Your business + reviews”

    Review Site Review Quantity   Rating      Last Review Date

EXERCISE 5 – List the Page 1 Sites on Google When You Search “category + geo + reviews”

    Review Site / Website       Site type     Stars?         Are you on it?



Competitor Reviews
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EXERCISE 6 – Lets look at your top 2 competitors, their review counts, ratings and comments

COMPETITOR: __________________________________________________________  

Review site        # Reviews      Rating Review content, good & bad   

   
COMPETITOR: __________________________________________________________  

Review site        # Reviews      Rating Review content, good & bad



How To Get More Reviews

The Pillars of Getting More Reviews 
q   People – Who can you involve?  Getting everyone on board and working together is needed. 

  
q   Process – Have a strategy and plan. Know who owns it, who responds. Plan the work, work the plan. 

   
q   Platform  - Select and integrate the right tools to help capture, manage and inform your business.

Building A Strategy To Earn More Reviews
1.  Great customer service.  It’s the hardest thing to optimize, but the largest impact

2.  Great touch-points.  Make your customers happy at every touch-point you have in person and digitally.  

3.  Show them you care.  Drive home the point that feedback matters to your company. 
 

4.  Capture and evaluate.  Making sure you have ways to capture, manage and act is needed. 
 

5.  Respond to ALL reviews and feedback.  Doing this will re-enforce 1,2 and 3 on this list.

Tactics To Earn More Reviews
1.  Ask ALL of your customers.  Asking every customer for feedback is the start. Everyone.

2.  Options.  Let them review you where THEY want to, not where you want reviews. Give 2-4 site options. 
 

3.  Widen the funnel.  Allow multiple entry points into the feedback and review process. They all work! 
  

4.  Seed the process.  Having your staff mention, ask and reinforce your feedback process is HUGE. 
  

5.  Leverage crowd behaviors.  Once you chip away, you’ll see they come easier and faster.
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The Art Of The Request

When asking for feedback and reviews, keep these in mind
The example message below is to help you use the right elements when asking for feedback and online 
reviews from your customers.  Here are the important elements to utilize to get as many customers to give 
you feedback as possible. 

q   Make it personal.  Use the customers name, use your owner/manager/your name as to whom it’s from  
 to build the personal feel of the communication. 
 

q  Communicate how you value the feedback.  Seek ways to be as genuine as you can be. 
 

q  Let them know the investment.  How many questions and how much time will it take to give feedback? 

Make the feedback process about your customer, not the data 
you are trying to compile.
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Recap & Takeaways

What Stood Out The Most?

What Can I Implement Day 1 When Back?

What’s My Companies Biggest Challenge With This?

What Change Can We Make To Have The Biggest Impact?

 

Who is My Companies Champion To Make This Happen?

List 3 Goals To Achieve In Putting This To Work:

1.

2.

3.
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Resources & Reads

The One Number You Need To Grow
This Harvard Business Review article from 2003 set the stage for the value of Net Promoter Score as a 
true signal and business data point for growth. 

q   https://hbr.org/2003/12/the-one-number-you-need-to-grow 

Customer Complaints: 7 Article Series
GetFiveStars.com co-founder Mike Blumenthal takes a deep dive into customer complaints, their value, 
their purpose and how your business can deal with them.  Packed with consumer statistics, strategy and 
tactics. 

q   https://www.getfivestars.com/blog/category/customer-complaint-series/ 

13 Insightful Posts The Will Change The Way You Think About 
Customer Feedback
A comprehensive collection of articles that explores the difficulty and extreme value in putting the 
customers first.  This article links off to 13 other articles that will open your eyes to the power of customer 
feedback. 
 
q  https://medium.com/nomnom-insights/13-insightful-posts-that-will-change-the-way-you-think-about-

customer-feedback-2b8f3c3f22db#.5sp6yj68n 

Book Suggestion:   Hug Your Haters
Author and marketing expert Jay Baer takes a fantastic approach to the art of “Hugging Your Haters” to 
learn how to embrace and improve from customers that you fell short with. 

q  http://www.jaybaer.com/hug-your-haters/ 

Book Suggestion:   The Intuitive Customer
This book dives into a new understanding of how people behave, explain what it means for organizations 
who really want to understand their customers, and show you what to do to create exceptional customer 
experiences.

q   http://www.palgrave.com/br/book/9781137534286 
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GetFiveStars helps businesses deliver a 
better customer experience by capturing, 

measuring and marketing their  
customer’s feedback.

We’d love to help your business too.

       GetFiveStars.com


